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Alibaba Group 

Holding Ltd. will 

invest more than  

$1 billion in Turkey 

for a logistics hub at 

Istanbul’s airport 

and a data center 

near the Turkish 

capital, said 

president  

Michael Evans. 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

“We have a serious investment plan at Istanbul 

Airport. From here, we can evaluate e-export plans to 

Europe, the Middle East and the Far East,” Evans 

said in an interview with the Sabah newspaper. 

Alibaba is targeting Turkey for expansion because of 

its strong production capacity that could back       

e-commerce and become part of the company’s 

supply chain in Europe and the Middle East,    

Evans said. Expanding commerce and cloud—based 

units are expected to lift the company’s revenue. 

Evans, a former Goldman Sachs Group Inc. 

executive, urged Turkey to improve its e-commerce 

regulations to address “certain shortcomings” to have 

fair competition, Sabah reported without elaborating.  

                                                

Along with a logistics hub at Istanbul’s airport,     

the biggest in the country, the Chinese e-commerce 

giant plans to build Turkey’s biggest data center in 

Temelli, near the capital of Ankara, Sabah cited 

Evans as saying.  

The Alibaba-backed e-commerce platform Trendyol 

has become Turkey’s largest startup. Asked whether 

Alibaba has plans to enter the stock market in Turkey 

through Trendyol, Evans said “I think it is 

advantageous to be a public company. But this has 

to be decided by Trendyol management. If they want 

to go public, we will support them. I think this will 

happen as Trendyol grows.

 Article 1 

Alibaba Plans Logistics Hub at Istanbul Airport, 

Data Center Near Ankara 

https://www.bloomberg.com/quote/BABA:US
https://www.bloomberg.com/quote/BABA:US
https://www.bloomberg.com/quote/9890263Z:TI


 

 

Vietnam boosts logistics industry’s competitiveness 

Deputy Prime Minister Le Minh Khai has just signed Resolution No.163/NQ-CP on promoting the synchronous 

implementation of key tasks and solutions to enhance competitiveness and boost the logistics industry in the 

country. 

 

Developing logistics into a service industry 

with high-added value 

 

The Government will direct Ministers, heads of 

ministerial-level agencies, governmental agencies, and 

Chairmen of People's Committees of provinces and 

centrally-run cities to focus on the synchronous 

implementation of solutions to improve the 

competitiveness and develop Vietnam's        

logistics services.  

 

 

 

 

The Government's viewpoint is to develop logistics 

services into an industry with high added value, linking 

them with the development of goods production,    

import-export and domestic trade, the development of 

transportation infrastructure and information technology. 

The Government aims to develop the logistics service 

market, focusing on improving the competitiveness of 

logistics service enterprises. It would also focus on 

making the most of the country's geographical 

advantages and strengthening connectivity to make 

Vietnam an important logistics hub in the region, and 

developing logistics in association with sustainable 

supply chains.  

 

Article 2 



 

Attention will also be paid to improving the quality of 

human resources, and promoting digital transformation 

and technology application. 

 

Accordingly, ministers, heads of ministerial-level 

agencies, Governmental agencies and Chairpersons of 

People's Committees of provinces and centrally-run cities 

are required to focus resources on and urgently 

implement the tasks assigned in             

Decision No. 221/ QD-TTg. They should proactively 

handle arising problems according to their competence 

or report them to competent authorities as prescribed, 

take full responsibility before the Government and the 

Prime Minister for ensuring the progress and quality 

according to the set requirements.  

 

The Ministries of Industry and Trade, Transport, Finance, 

and related agencies should closely monitor the 

international and regional situation and promptly analyze 

and assess the impacts affecting the country's economy. 

On that basis, they should proactively build scenarios 

and response plans, direct and operate logistics activities 

to well serve production, domestic goods circulation, and 

import and export activities.  

 

Ministries, sectors, and localities are responsible 

for firmly grasping the situation, promptly detecting and 

immediately handling problems arising in logistics 

activities that could adversely affect the socio-economic 

situation within the scope and field of state management. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Towards the development of green 

logistics 

 

The Ministry of Transport will take charge of and 

coordinate with ministries, branches, and localities in 

implementing transport components in national and 

regional master plans and provincial plans, so as to 

ensure the synchronization of transport infrastructure and 

logistics development goals, including logistics centres, 

inland depots, and bonded warehouses.  

 

The resolution also looks to strengthen connectivity 

among different modes of transport, and maximize 

multimodal and cross-border transport to reduce costs 

and improve the quality of transport services. Goods 

trading floor will be developed in association with     

e-commerce toward green logistics development. 

 

The Ministry of Finance is required to continue to review 

and remove obstacles in terms of tax policies, fees and 

service costs to facilitate the provision of logistics 

services. The ministry is tasked with coordinating with 

other ministries and branches in promoting trade 

facilitation activities, reforming customs procedures, 

reducing and simplifying specialized inspection 

procedures, standardizing dossiers, and implementing 

commitments in the WTO Trade Facilitation Agreement.



 

China rolls out five-year plan 

        to upgrade logistics sector 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

China has rolled out a five-year plan for the development of a modern logistics sector through 2025, 

highlighting the need to promote the digital transformation of the sector, enhance the 

competitiveness of businesses and improve the quality and efficiency of logistics services. 

 

The five-year plan was rolled out by the General Office of 

the State Council on 15 December and will see China 

prioritise the development of cold chain logistics, promote 

the use of green packaging materials, and further reduce 

energy use and emissions in the logistics sector. 

 

Other key measures in China’s five-year plan include 

improving modern logistics systems by taking steps such 

as accelerating the digital and smart upgrading of the 

transportation, storage, delivery and packaging sectors 

and strengthening weak links in rural areas and cold 

chain logistics. 

Article 3 

 



 

According to the government website the National 

Development and Reform Commission of the People’s 

Republic of China (NDRC), the nation now has the 

world’s largest logistics sector, leading all countries in 

terms of cargo transport volume and number of 

shipments. The total revenue of the sector reached     

12 trillion yuan (US$1.74 trillion) in 2021. 

 

Zhang Jiangbo, deputy head of the department of trade 

at the NDRC, told a news conference on 29 December 

that China’s logistics sector is facing challenges, 

including disparities between eastern and western 

regions and urban and rural areas in terms of 

infrastructure and services offered, as well as a relatively 

small number of logistics businesses that compete 

globally. 

 

He said the latest five-year-plan has adopted a host of 

measures to boost the competitive edge of logistics 

services providers, including efforts to improve the quality 

and efficiency of services and refine the sector’s 

business environment. 

 

China is the largest apparel supplier in the world. But in 

recent weeks its logistics sector has been crippled by 

another Covid outbreak across the country. 

 

China’s citizens are no longer in lockdown after years of 

adhering to President Xi Jinping’s zero-Covid policy 

which – while it curbed the outbreak – served to lower 

immunity against the infection. 

 

The increase in infection rates means industry across 

China is facing disruption such as staffing shortages, 

which is leaving businesses vulnerable to closures, while 

sickness in the logistics sector is causing supply chain 

chaos. 

 

Dr Sheng Lu, associate professor of fashion and apparel 

studies at the University of Delaware, tells Just Style: 

“The latest Covid outbreak in China has started affecting 

the global textile and apparel supply chain and deserves 

a close watch. One imminent challenge is a nationwide 

labour shortage, production delays, and even factory 

closures as Covid cases surge. When Covid-19 first 

broke out in China in early 2020, garment-exporting 

countries in Asia struggled to get enough raw textile 

materials as China was their top supplier. The same 

situation could repeat this time.



 

Mitsubishi Electric Announces 

AnyMile Drone-Based Logistics 

Operations Management Platform 
 

 

 

 

 

The platform is intended to support operation across all 

known categories of drones – multi-rotor, fixed-wing, 

single-rotor or fixed-wing hybrid VTOL – to provide an 

end-to-end resource planning and management system. 

Use of drones is expected to dramatically reduce asset 

transfer time for corporate shippers and logistics 

companies, enabling just-in-time inventory. 

AnyMile will interface with last-mile delivery service 

providers to create a door-to-door infrastructure solution 

for industries such as healthcare, manufacturing, oil and 

gas. An interactive demo will be on display at the 

Consumer Electronics Show (CES) in Las Vegas from   

5 January to 9 January. 

 

ARTICLE 4 

 

Mitsubishi Electric US, Inc. today 

announced its drone-based 

logistics operations management 

platform. 

 

It is called AnyMile, a  

holistic solution that is 

designed to enable 

businesses and fleet operators to 

schedule and manage cargo 

deliveries via drones over 

long distances of up to  

several hundred miles. 



"The addition of AnyMile to Mitsubishi Electric’s suite of 

products supports the organization’s long-range vision to 

digitally transform our society," said Zafer Sahinoglu, vice 

president and general manager of Mitsubishi Electric 

Innovation Center (MELIC). "Drone operators, corporate 

shippers, and transportation and logistics companies will 

benefit from access to shipment, fleet and service 

management applications, allowing for faster and more 

convenient deliveries." 

Recent research from GlobalMarkets.com indicates that 

drone use in the transportation, logistics and supply chain 

industries is expected to grow by a CAGR of 55% by 

2030. The U.S. has already invested $9 billion in the 

drone industry since 2020 to support increasing demand 

for efficient product delivery and promote           

carbon neutrality.  

 

 

 

 

 

Headquartered in Cypress, CA, Mitsubishi Electric US, Inc., is a US affiliate company of Mitsubishi Electric Corporation, 

and manufactures cooling and heating products, elevators and escalators, space and sensing systems, and 

semiconductor devices. Mitsubishi Electric contributes to a vibrant and sustainable society through continuous 

innovation and "Making Changes for the Better." 

 

The AnyMile platform is expected to enable 

businesses to seamlessly manage their 

shipments, drone fleets and infrastructure 

services, including scheduling cargo pick up at a 

specific location, tracking delivery to multiple 

destinations; managing drone maintenance 

tasks; live situational awareness; and 

performing routine operational tasks, such as 

generating customer invoices, booking services 

for drones including refueling and much more. 

The AnyMile drone logistics management 

platform is anticipated to be available for beta 

use with its core features in summer 2023. 

 

Mitsubishi Electric US, Inc. 

https://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.businesswire.com%2Fnews%2Fhome%2F20221013005607%2Fen%2FDrone-Logistics-and-Transportation-Market---Global-Forecast-to-2027-Market-to-Grow-by-Over-55-with-Alphabet-Hardis-Group-Zipline-Volocopter-and-Textron-Dominating---ResearchAndMarkets.com&esheet=53170053&newsitemid=20230105005471&lan=en-US&anchor=GlobalMarkets.com&index=2&md5=2029b7bce11e4173b373d5b3de5a6c1f


 

 

 

Ukraine’s 

financial 

investigations 

service seizes 

large, 

Russian-owned 

logistics center 

 

ARTICLE 5 

The bureau noted that the center is owned by Russian citizens via 

a Cypriot offshore company. 

"The transport holding, which is one of the largest logistics centers 

in Ukraine, is suspected of tax evasion in the amount of over  

UAH 18.3million," the statement said. 

Following authorized searches of the administrative buildings of 

the company, the ESBU detectives said they had found and 

seized documents about financial and economic activities that are 

evidence of the offense. 

They also found documents confirming the Russian citizenship of 

the founders of the company. 

Reportedly, Russian citizens, by prior conspiracy with the 

company's officials, since 2021, overstated the value-added tax 

credit during financial and economic transactions with several 

business entities. 

Such violations of the requirements of the Tax Code of Ukraine 

led to the non-receipt of over UAH 18.3 million to the state budget. 

The agency noted that as part of the pre-trial investigation, the 

corporate rights of the company were seized. And also by 

prohibiting the alienation, disposal and use of registered property: 

nine vehicles and 13 real estate objects (buildings, land plots…). 

 

 

The Economic Security Bureau of 

Ukraine has arrested one of the largest 

logistics centers in Ukraine, worth 700 

million UAH, the agency’s press service 

reported on Jan 5. 
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